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Reviving Rolf Julius: How a Texas doctor is giving the work of the Berlin sound artist new life

By Marc Masters and Grayson Currin

George Thomas, 37, is a physician living and working in Dallas, Texas. When he answers his phone late on a Thursday morning, he has to 
excuse himself from an emergency room to talk-- for the first time ever-- about his latest musical project. «It’s noisy in here,» he explains, 
«so let me step outside.»
Rolf Julius: «Music on Two High Poles (excerpt)» 
To be fair, this is Thomas’ only musical project-- «a labor of love,» he says, devoted to expanding the audience of late German composer 
Rolf Julius. As Thomas puts it, he likes to stay away from the art world. A self-described admirer from a distance, Thomas rarely goes to 
shows or seeks out the company of bands or musicians he likes. But Julius was the sole exception to Thomas’ rules. In the mid-’90s, Tho-
mas was buying records in a short-lived store in Dallas when a simple hand-drawn cover of leaves on paper intrigued him. He bought the 
disc-- Julius’ 1996 release, Music for a Garden-- and was stunned. 
«I was absolutely taken,» he remembers. «I had never heard anything like it.»
He began obsessing, collecting everything he could find by or about the musician, visual artist, and theorist who had emerged as a vital 
component of the post-Fluxus, post-Cage European sound art movement in the late 70s and early 80s. Thomas studied Julius. And in 2009, 
when the artist invited him to a solo exhibition in Montreal in 2009, they finally met. They became fast friends, too, sharing conversations 
that reached deep into Julius’ philosophy and goals. Shortly thereafter, Thomas hatched a plan to release Julius’ third Small Music se-
ries-- that is, long pieces that used natural and artificial sounds, careful manipulation, and an appreciation of stillness and silence to create 
absorptive environments. 
Rolf Julius: «Music for a Distance (excerpt)» 
«These soft, yet compelling, murmurs or hums retain a natural feel and are often suggestive of crickets, frogs or birds,» wrote Rahma Kha-
zam in The Wire in 2005, years after Julius had released the first two collections of Small Music. He would use Western Vinyl, the label of 
his childhood friend Brian Sampson, to release the music. The nine-disc archive Thomas proposed would combine works made from the 
start of Julius’ career until the present day; the last piece actually arrived in Texas on January 21, 2011, the day Julius died in Berlin. 
«The only goal here is to let people know about his works because of its universal and timeless ideas. He was a very beautiful man making 
very beautiful things,» says Thomas. «Like a lot of artists, he reused a lot of material, so a lot of things would get forgotten. There was very 
little documentation of what he was doing. This gave me a chance to preserve some kind of legacy.»
In 2010, Thomas and Western Vinyl launched the series with the beautiful Music for the Ears, a two-track collection that explores the 
gentle hum and unpredictable interactions of related sounds separated by space; on the cover, Julius stands beneath two speakers playing 
his music and hanging from branches in a Japanese bamboo forest. Now on its third disc, the series will be released over the next two years, 
eventually culminating in a 10-disc box set that collects the works and digs deeper into Julius’ Small Music methodology and meaning. 
The title track of Raining, released this week, is the most commanding piece in the set thus far, with the layers within its density opening 
like an evening blossom during its 54 minutes.
Rolf Julius: «Raining (excerpt)» 
For Thomas, these pieces reflect a man who reveled in the world and used visual art and music to reflect simple, universal joys. He placed 
speakers on stones (and, in one failed attempt, in stones) and recorded the sounds of bowls and pieces of iron to explore how something 
so little or seemingly insignificant could create something much more expansive. His pieces use mundane sounds-- cows mooing in the 
distance, birds fluttering by, the delicate rage of a rainstorm-- to conjure an extraordinary reality.
«This idea of small music, at least for me, is that he is speaking about his fascination with nothingness,» says Thomas. «But because you 
can’t present nothingness as a piece of art, he would try to create something to put next to nothingness-- something that was natural and 
wouldn’t take away from the reality of the place.
«This was the idea of small music. It wasn’t small in terms of size. It’s the idea of placing something next to nothing and, in the way, you 
appreciate nothing, reality, life. Overall, I think that was Julius’ message-- a passionate love for life.» 
One of Julius’ longtime goals was to perform in Houston’s Rothko Chapel, a space that had welcomed composers from Morton Feldman 
to La Monte Young. Thomas nearly helped him achieve it, too, filling out applications and meeting with committees who were enthused by 
the prospect of a new Julius piece in their space. For Julius, the Chapel was a room of stillness, meaning it fit his aesthetic well. He would 
perform and record the series’ final installment, «Twilight (Rothko Chapel)», at sunset, using only the Chapel’s natural light to create «an 
engulfing ‘black’ or night.» With his health failing from chronic illness, he canceled the show in December 2010, a few weeks before he 
died. But he finished a variation called «Shadow from Yesterday», which will eventually and appropriately close the set.
«What he’s really known for is his approach to silence, but really, he was speaking a new language,» says Thomas. «People are starting to 
appreciate what he was saying.» --Grayson Currin
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Art in America, April, 1993 by Reagan Upshaw

Rolf Julius’s works--sound sculptures, I suppose one should call them--are an intriguing blend of roughness 
and delicacy. Slabs of steel, dirt, wire, handmade paper, water and mirrors make their appearance in various 
pieces. The common element is that all of the sculptures are wired for sound with tiny Walkman speakers, and 
the wiring is left visible. Sometimes, as in Paper, a speaker mounted on a wall and covered with a rectangular 
piece of paper, the wire trails elegantly down to the floor like a line of calligraphy. Elsewhere, as in Swim-
ming--Wind from China, where four white-painted speakers float on water in porcelain bowls, the wire is left 
to sprawl awkwardly across the floor. This is also the case in Stones (from desert), whose three potato-sized 
rocks give no hint of the tiny hidden speakers except for the tangle of wires extruding from underneath. It is as 
if Julius wishes to indicate the artificality of the works and to keep them from seeming wholly natural.

The taped «music» that adds the element of synesthesia to these sculptures is of a peculiar sort. Difficult to 
decipher, it at times suggests chirping crickets, croaking frogs, squeaky wheels or clattering pebbles, all mo-
dified electronically so that the sounds might also be those of humming machinery or beeping computers. The 
music is in the tradition of John Cage, La Monte Young and other experimental composers whom Julius has 
acknowledged as precursors. The tapes run in cycles of several minutes, with the tones generally remaining 
constant, though the volume swells and fades almost imperceptibly.

In some works, such as Mirror, the sculptural object exists independent of the sound. In others, the sound 
physically affects the object; in Ash (Volcanoes), for example, the sound waves cause the ash which covers 
the audio speakers in four flower pots to vibrate with their pulses. Some pieces are loud enough to be heard 
without effort anywhere in the gallery; others are so subtle that you must kneel to hear them clearly. The works 
do have individual personalities of a sort; some are shy, some bullying. Gallery employees assured me that 
they could, after a few days exposure, recognize the sound of each piece as it came electronically to life.

Viewing Julius’s works and bending over to capture their sounds is like trying to make out the songs of tiny 
insects in tall grass. It is an oddly moving experience. The synesthesia works here, and the visual and audible 
elements complement each other well. The nature metaphors that one almost instinctively uses in describing 
these pieces are appropriate, for from this marriage of the solid and the intangible Julius gives his sculptures 
a «nature» of their own.
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